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Size Table – UNIQ T-Shirts 
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Please note that various brands & countries may have different cm/inch for the same size names.  
So to find out our right size it’s important you ”measure and compare with your sample” and follow 
these instructions: 
 
1. Take your own (comfortable or target market) sample T-Shirt (not to tight) 
2. Place it on a table and measure the sizes A as shown below (use chest height) 
3. Compare with the chart below and advise us which size you need 
 

UNIQ T-Shirts 
In Stock 

UNIQ – Stock T-Shirts 

  
100% Cotton 

C20 180-205 gsm 
Good export quality 

 
 

 

A Size = 1 x Chest 
- measured only on 1 side  
 
B Size = 1 x  Length  
- measure only on 1 side 

measured flat on a table (don’t put on) 

 Size A Size B 
Size XS 16 inch  = 41 cm   [ 32’’ ]* 21 inch = 53cm 
Size S 18 inch = 46 cm  [ 36’’ ]* 26 inch = 66cm 
Size M  20 inch = 51 cm  [ 40’’ ]* 28 inch = 72cm 
Size L 22 inch = 56 cm  [ 44’’ ]* 30 inch = 76cm 
Size XL 24 inch = 61 cm  [ 48’’ ]* 32 inch = 81cm 
Size XXL 26 inch  = 66 cm    [ 52’’ ]* 34 inch = 86cm 
Size LL 28 inch  = 71 cm    [ 56’’ ]* 34 inch = 86cm 
 [ 32’’ ]* = 2 x Chest   
 
Minimum Order Quantity 
 
1. Stock T-Shirts stand alone: 10 pieces 
    or   
    Stock T-Shirts customized with your print, badge, emblem, logo: 15 pieces 
 
 
2. Made to Order  
    with your own cut, design and even your possible own requested size is possible 
 

• Approx. 100 pieces with 1 colour, 1 cut and 3-4 sizes  
 

 
Please note our T-Shirts are Western (not Asian) average sizes.  
How to order: Please note Quantity, Product ID, Colour and size  
 


